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Are you a Customer Service Leader or Laggard?
Part 1: A Leader’s Perspective on the Industry
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INTRODUCTION 

This White Paper is based upon the results of a survey of over 100 UK contact centre 
decision-makers, carried out in summer 2017. Job roles included contact centre directors 
and managers, CX directors and other senior customer contact decision-makers.

The survey was commissioned by Kura, a contact centre outsourcer, and Inisoft, their software subsidiary company, 
to understand the state of the industry from contact centre leaders’ perspective.  

Contact centre decision-makers were asked six questions about their agents, strategy and technology:

 o Who is responsible for contact centre strategy? 

 o What do decision-makers believe to be the principal drivers for contact centre change?

 o What do decision-makers believe the overall advisor morale and performance is within their contact centre?

 o What do decision-makers believe are the key factors that would improve advisor performance?

 o As a contact centre leader, how are they helping their frontline staff adapt to the changing customer service roles

       in their organisation?

 o What technologies do decision-makers believe would help their agents, and are they implementing them? 

The general picture is that contact centre strategies are driven far more by the desire to improve customer satisfaction 
and experience than by the traditional focus on cost savings.

At the heart of this strategy is first contact resolution, a metric closely tied to positive customer experience, good agent 
morale and high levels of performance.

Yet contact centres state that technology is holding them back, meaning many agents are not yet entirely empowered 
to handle customers’ needs fully, at the first time of asking.

The rise of digital channels makes this even more difficult, and with customer expectations rising, there is a pressing 
need to implement unified omni-channel agent desktops, supported by sophisticated knowledge bases, in order to 
improve customer experience, performance, morale, and first contact resolution.
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Q.1 - WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR CONTACT CENTRE STRATEGY?

For many businesses, the main responsibilities for contact centre strategy are shared between operational contact 
centre management (i.e. contact centre directors and managers), and the relatively new job role of customer 
experience director. The rapid rise in senior customer experience professionals comes as a result of businesses
finally understanding that their customer contact is key to their business’s overall success, rather than simply viewing 
the contact centre as an unwelcome cost. 

When considering the size of the contact centre, small operations are very likely to be using the CX/contact centre 
combination to decide contact centre strategy, whereas many larger contact centres use the COO or CEO-level. For 
large (200+) seat contact centres, 38% of respondents state that their COO / CEO has primary responsibility for contact 
centre strategy, being a large part of the overall customer experience. The equivalent figure for sub-50 seat contact 
centres is only 16%.

Contact centre managers are far less likely to have much responsibility for strategy in larger operations. Only 28% of 
contact centres managers are stated to hold either primary or secondary responsibilities, yet these are the people with 
direct day-to-day responsibility for the contact centre’s performance. It seems questionable that so many businesses 
with large contact centre operations have divorced operational and strategic responsibilities: as a general rule, the 
larger the contact centre, the more senior the primary strategic decision-maker will tend to be. While this will help to 
make change actually happen, it would make sense for businesses to understand more fully how strategy will actually 
translate into action. 

Figure 1: Primary & secondary responsibilities for contact centre strategy
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Q.2 – WHAT ARE THE CONTACT CENTRE STRATEGY DRIVERS FOR CHANGE?

Respondents were asked to score a range of customer contact strategy drivers from 1 to 10, where ‘1’ was very 
unimportant and ‘10’ was very important. 

Customer satisfaction scores are said to be by far the most important driver, with 49% of respondents scoring this 
at either 9 or 10, with only the effect of customer contact strategy on sales / revenue growth levels coming close to 
achieving these high scores.

The chart below shows the average score, as well as which factors are seen to be the most important. New
technologies has quite a high average score of 6.0 out of 10, but is rarely seen as a major driver of the contact centre 
strategy: it is implied that business issues come first, with technology put in place to support these.

Figure 2: Importance of drivers for change to contact centre strategy
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Customers’ changing channel preference is widely seen as an important driver for change to customer contact
strategy, achieving the second highest average score of 6.7, and although only 29% score it very highly, few deny its 
importance, placing it above the traditional contact centre strategy of cost-cutting. 

There is little concern that the changing age profiles of customers are driving contact centre strategy: many older
 people are increasingly proficient with IT, and for those that are not, the voice-centric call centre model is still
 available for these.

Customer personalisation rates highly, and is linked to supporting improved customer satisfaction scores, rather than 
being seen as a cost saving exercise.

This primary focus upon improving the customer experience leads to the question: how can contact centres most 
improve customer satisfaction? ContactBabel surveys of hundreds of US and UK contact centres consistently point to 
first contact resolution as being the key.

The following chart shows that 69% of UK contact centres view first contact resolution as being the no.1 factor in 
improving customer experience within the contact centre.

Figure 3: Factors most valued by customers using a contact centre

Supporting this, the first contact resolution rate is ranked by 86% of UK contact centres as one of the top three 
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Q.3 – WHAT IS YOUR AGENT MORALE? HOW CAN IT BE IMPROVED?

First contact resolution rate directly impacts upon morale: if agents are unable to help customers, they become 
discouraged which leads to higher levels of agent attrition and absence, as well as a greater number of callbacks and 
call transfers, which impact negatively upon contact centre cost, performance, quality and customer satisfaction. 1

The chart below shows how contact centre decision-makers see their agents’ morale. The next White Paper in this 
series explores how the agents themselves see things, and it will be interesting to note any differences of opinion. 
 

Figure 4: Agent morale, by contact centre size*
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Looking at the chart above, it seems that contact centre morale is generally seen to be positive, with 71% of
respondents stating that their contact centre enjoys “Good” or “Very Good” morale, although this is less the case for 
mid-sized (51-200 seat) operations, where more respondents report morale being “Poor” than “Very Good”.

However, is “Fair” morale actually something to be happy with? Additionally, at least one in 10 medium and large 
contact centres report “Poor” morale.

So what can be done to improve this?

1 https://www.isixsigma.com/operations/call-centers/done-one-importance-first-call-resolution/ 

*Figures may not total 100% due to rounding errors
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11 options to improve morale were set before respondents, who were asked to pick the top three that they thought 
were most likely to improve morale (although this question does not ask the agents what they themselves think of 
this). Although the most popular no.1 choice - increased salaries - may not be a realistic choice for most contact 
centres, there is a correlation between salaries and attrition (and by extension, morale). Contact centres with less 
than 10% short-term attrition (i.e. within the first six months) pay new agents an average of £17,507, compared to only 
£13,420 in contact centres with a short-term attrition rate of over 50%.2

Giving agents the empowerment to make decisions that help customers runs a very close 2nd to increasing salaries, 
with 19% of respondents choosing this as the number one option, and 38% putting it in their top three overall. 
Empowerment – the support provided by the systems, processes and organisational culture required to help an agent 
solve the customer’s query - is closely linked first contact resolution, which as we have seen is key to customer 
satisfaction. 

Respondents were also very much of the opinion that improving the technology available to support agents would 
make a positive impact upon agent morale. Solutions such as knowledge bases, dynamic scripting, a 360° view of the 
customer and a single unified desktop also empower the agent to deliver a successful resolution first time.

Figure 5: Contact Centre Leaders’ top 3 factors that they believe would increase agent morale
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2 ContactBabel, “The 2016-17 UK Contact Centre HR & Operational Benchmarking Report” 
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Q.4 – WHAT IS YOUR AGENT PERFORMANCE? HOW CAN IT BE IMPROVED?

Respondents in medium and large contact centres tend to be more likely than those in smaller operations to feel that 
agent performance could be improved. 

Although 13% of those surveyed felt that their agent performance was “Very Good”, 35% stated that theirs was either 
only “Fair” or “Poor”. 

Generally, survey respondents were more likely to believe that their agent morale was somewhat better than their 
agent performance.

Figure 6: Agent performance, by contact centre size*
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As with agent morale, respondents were presented with a list of factors that could improve agent performance and 
were asked to give their top three. 

Giving agents more training was ranked in the top 3 by 48% of respondents: interestingly, increasing the amount of 
training was seen to be far more important than increasing its quality, suggesting that time pressures were the greater 
issue around training.

*Figures may not total 100% due to rounding errors
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Empowering agents to make decisions that help customers - which increases first contact resolution rates - was placed 
as the most important factor in increasing agent performance by 19%, the highest of any. As respondents also stated 
that this would improve agent morale, contact centres should focus upon the tools, processes and culture that
 supports agent empowerment. 

Improved knowledge management applications - the second most popular top 3 factor - help with this, as they 
attempt to provide the agent with the information required to solve the customer’s request while on the call, rather 
than requiring call transfers or callbacks.

A unified omni-channel agent desktop, providing agents with all of the information that they require on a single 
screen, regardless of the channel chosen by the customer, is also a solution that will empower agents and make them 
more confident of solving the customer’s issue first-time. 

Higher pay, despite being viewed as a major boost to morale, was not seen as an effective way to increase 
performance: keeping the same staff, technology and processes while paying agents more won’t make any major 
difference to performance. Incentives were also viewed as improving morale rather than performance, although they 
are useful in particularly high attrition environments such as many of the largest contact centres and those running 
outsourcing operations. 

Figure 7: Contact Centre Leaders’ top 3 factors that they believe would increase agent performance 
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Q.5 – HOW ARE YOU SUPPORTING THE FRONTLINE STAFF ADAPT TO 
CHANGING CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS? 

Contact centre decision-makers were asked how they are helping their agents adapt to changing customer requirements, 
whether through recruitment, training or technology.

Figure 8: How are you helping frontline staff to adapt to changing customer requirements?  
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Only 37% of respondents are actively recruiting more experienced and educated agents to handle changing 
customer requirements, which implies that the typical contact centre strategy focuses upon improving the skills of 
existing agents, as well as any supporting technology and processes.

An increase in training is generally seen as one of the keys to increasing agent performance, and the majority of 
contact centres state that they are doing this, especially for soft skills and to a slightly lesser extent, technical and 
product knowledge. There seems to be much less focus on training agents to handle digital enquiries, despite the 
general acceptance that the growth in digital channels is driving contact centre strategy.

The majority of contact centres acknowledge the need to improve quality measurement, which then leads to more 
targeted and effective coaching. 
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There was a general feeling from the contact centre decision-makers interviewed for this survey that suboptimal 
contact centre performance can usually be attributed to processes and technology, rather than the calibre of their 
agents. 

While this shows an admirable confidence in their agents’ current capability, contact centre leaders themselves say 
that increasing training is the most important method of improving agent performance, and the great majority of them 
state that they are increasing the amount of training and coaching – for both hard and soft skills – in order to keep up 
with the changing nature of the job and the growing expectations of customers. 

Decision-makers see technology as being a crucial part of this, not for its own sake, but as a way to inform and 
empower agents to carry out their work more effectively. Unlike the traditional call centre, where cost and efficiency 
were priorities, most technology solutions now being implemented aim to help the agent deliver a higher level of 
customer experience. Technology in itself can’t do this: it must be aligned with a culture of agent empowerment and 
learning in order to raise and maintain the overall quality of customer interactions.

Contact centre leaders view this investment in technology to be an important but not the only method of helping 
frontline staff adapt to changing customer requirements, with the unified omni-channel desktop being seen as one of 
the most important solutions enabling and empowering agents to deliver high quality customer service. 

11
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Q.6 – HOW DOES TECHNOLOGY FEATURE IN YOUR CONTACT CENTRE 
PLANS? 

The following chart shows respondents’ current and future use of specific contact centre solutions. 

Figure 9: Technology penetration and implementation plans
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Workforce management, email management and management information systems are amongst the most likely to be 
upgraded or replaced in the next year, with a significant proportion of respondents using social media and IP 
infrastructure also looking to improve or upgrade their solution. IP infrastructure and converged networks can cut 
costs, but also lay the foundations for other technologies and strategic initiatives. 

In terms of new implementations, web chat, mobile service, workforce management systems and email management 
systems are singled-out in the short term, with gamification also receiving a high level of attention when considering 
its low current usage, improving morale and focusing agent efforts on achieving the metrics seen as most important to 
the contact centre.  

In the longer-term, web chat, mobile service and speech analytics are seen as likely investments. 

12
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A solution that is worth investigating further is the unified omni-channel desktop, which brings all of the information 
required by the agent onto a single screen, providing the agent with the knowledge and customer history required and 
empowering them to solve the issue first time. 

24% of UK contact centres stated that a unified desktop was one of their top 5 most important areas of IT expenditure in 
the next two years – ranking this solution as the 9th most important priority from a list of 25 technology solutions (above 
social media, mobile service and speech analytics).

With 93% of respondents requiring their agents to use multiple applications within a call, there are significant dangers 
around forgetting to key in information, not asking for the required information, starting the correct processes or failing 
to type in consistent data. The use of multiple applications will have a negative effect on training times and accuracy 
rates for new agents as well. 

Figure 10: How many applications does an agent use within a call? (by contact centre size)
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As the chart above shows, this is not merely an issue in large, complex environments. Only 14% of sub-50 seat 
operations use a single in-call application, although those in medium and large operations are substantially more 
likely to be using four or more applications on the agent desktop.

In most cases where complex, multiple applications are used, they are necessary for the agents to do their job, so the 
question is not “How can we reduce the number of applications?”, but rather “How can we improve how the agent 
uses the applications?”. At the moment, due to complexity, expense and the sheer weight of constant change, 
applications are either integrated very loosely, or not at all. Agents are trained (or more likely, learn on the job) to 
switch rapidly between applications, relying on their experience to make sure they don’t forget to do what’s required. 
This can be very difficult for new agents to learn, lowering their morale and impacting performance.

13
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Such an approach can have severe primary and secondary effects:

 o Increased training costs.

 o Higher staff attrition and lower morale caused by inability to complete tasks successfully.

 o Inconsistent data caused by keying errors or missed procedures caused by manual wrap-ups.

 o Lower first contact resolution rates, due to agents not having the information they need while on a call.

 o Increased call handling times.

 o Lower customer satisfaction caused by long queues and unnecessarily long calls.

 o Missed opportunities to cross-sell and up-sell.

 o Multiple open applications on the agent desktop can lead to system instability and lower performance. 

Unified desktop solutions can remove the need for agents to log into multiple applications, assist them with the 
navigation between applications within the call, and make sure that customer data is gathered from the correct places 
and written consistently back to any relevant databases without the need to navigate through multiple systems. 

Within the call, dynamic call scripting helps the agent to provide the right information at the right time, seamlessly 
linking with multiple back-office applications, knowledge applications and databases, providing only what is 
relevant onto the agent’s screen. Depending on the experience or profile of the agent, what the customer is trying to 
do and any regulatory inhibitors, on-screen buttons can be enabled or disabled, or access to fields limited according 
to business rules. Furthermore, adherence to business processes can be assured by making the agent complete all of 
the required steps in the transaction (for example, adding call notes, reading disclaimers, etc.), impacting compliance 
and first contact resolution.

The following table shows some key contact centre performance metrics that were analysed in the context of the 
number of in-call or post-call applications that agents use. Not having to navigate through multiple screens or spend 
significant periods at the end of the call typing out notes or making changes to multiple databases, and being given 
access to dynamic scripting that provides the correct information without having to search for it will encourage shorter 
post-call wrap-up, improved agent availability, and lower call abandonment rates.

Figure 11: Selected performance metrics, by number of in-call or post-call applications used

Metric Respondents using 1 in-call / 
post-call application

Respondents using 4 or more 
in-call / post-call applications

Average speed to answer 12 seconds 44 seconds

Call abandonment rate 4.2% 6.4%

Post-call wrap-up as % of call 10.2% 13.3%

NB: ASA and abandonment rate apply to # in-call applications. Post-call wrap-up % refers to # post-call applications.

14
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CONCLUSION

This survey of over 100 UK contact centre decision-makers shows the seriousness with which companies are planning 
the contact centre strategy. In many businesses, especially those with large contact centres, C-level executives are now 
responsible for the customer experience and view customer satisfaction as the main driver for the contact centre’s 
strategic decision-making, even more so than increasing sales or reducing costs. However, there is little place for the 
contact centre manager in strategy-making, especially in large businesses, running the risk that decisions are being 
made without understanding what the agents actually need to improve customers’ experiences. 

Agent morale and performance are viewed by contact centre decision-makers as being fairly good on the whole, 
although they believe there is some room for improvement. Generally though, there’s a feeling that agent performance 
and especially morale is satisfactory and that there’s no major cause for concern.

While it’s believed that higher salaries would improve morale, these will do little to improve performance. Instead, 
agent empowerment - providing the agent with the skills, culture and technology to solve an issue quickly, first-time - 
is seen by contact centre leaders as key to improving both agent morale and performance, while delivering the higher 
levels of customer satisfaction required.

Training - especially in soft skills - is an area in which decision-makers are putting resources, but contact centre leaders 
also state that they believe technology is a major factor in suboptimal performance.

There has been a huge uptake in digital channels, and the complexity and variety of agents’ work has outpaced many 
of the systems and processes supporting them, although contact centre leaders report that fewer training efforts are 
being focused on this area than perhaps should be.

A unified, omni-channel desktop can be seen as a vital key to unlocking agent empowerment, reducing errors, call 
handling times and providing a dynamic, intelligent view of the customer in real-time. This is especially useful for new 
agents who have not had the time to understand the intricate, multiple systems that many contact centres use. 

While the research for this White Paper shows that contact centre decision-makers feel quite comfortable generally, 
the world of customer contact is only going to get more complex and demanding, requiring new skills and systems to 
raise the bar even higher. Contact centre strategists should act now to empower their agents to deliver the superior 
customer experience that their businesses and customers demand.

15
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Kura provides award-winning outsourced contact centre services from its four locations across the UK.  We’re in 
business because we want to help people to develop and reach their full potential.  We’re building a culture that 
shifts the mind-set from focusing on “things and stuff” to “people and their behaviour.”  We call this process 
“Crossing the Bridge.”  Our vision is, to one day, be recognised as “Unrivalled in Developing People.”

Our software subsidiary, Inisoft, develops contact centre solutions which are sold globally and used by many 
leading brands.  Our core products Syntelate and Syntelate XA were designed specifically with the agent in mind.  
Syntelate is our award-winning unified agent desktop used broadly with Avaya POM.  Syntelate XA is our new
omni-channel customer engagement suite that allows your agents to handle calls, emails, web chats, SMS
messages, and social media interactions – all from the same easy to use interface.  We’re backed by a number of 
partners across the globe; this means when you select us as your provider you’ll have cutting-edge  technology at 
your fingertips.

Our unique proposition of combining great people with technology enables us to produce spectacular results for 
our clients.  With a wealth of experience, our customers range from SME to Multinationals and include 
ScottishPower, Scotiabank and Vodafone.  

To find out more, please visit www.wearekura.com or www.inisoft.com

Email: marketing@wearekura.com           Tel:  +44 (0)330 041 2722

About Kura and Inisoft

ContactBabel is the contact centre industry expert. If you have a question about how the industry works, or where 
it’s heading, the chances are we have the answer. 

The coverage provided by our massive and ongoing primary research projects is matched by our experience 
analysing the contact centre industry. We understand how technology, people and process best fit together, and 
how they will work collectively in the future. 

We help the biggest and most successful vendors develop their contact centre strategies and talk to the right
prospects. We have shown the UK government how the global contact centre industry will develop and change. 
We help contact centres compare themselves to their closest competitors so they can understand what they are 
doing well and what needs to improve. 

If you have a question about your company’s place in the contact centre industry, perhaps we can help you. 

Email: info@contactbabel.com           Website: www.contactbabel.com               Telephone: +44 (0)191 271 5269

About ContactBabel

Speak to our team today to learn how we can help you.  

www.wearekura.com www.inisoft.com@wearekura           Kura (CS) Ltd @InisoftLtd            Inisoft Ltd

Call – +44 (0)330 041 2722       Email –  marketing@wearekura.com   


